3mm UNO Narrow Implant: A Preliminary Study on Human Mandible.

*Using UNO Narrow Implant, MIS, Shlomi*
Introduction

Edentulous patients with severe residual ridge resorption frequently complain about poorly fitting, loose dentures, even if these were manufactured according to the state of the art. This problem is caused by level or only slightly raised alveolar ridges, which allow undesirable shifting of the dentures even when only minor horizontal forces are applied.

Implant-supported dentures can lead to considerable improvement by preventing horizontal shifting and stabilizing the restoration. However, narrow denture-bearing areas with equally narrow firmly attached gingival often necessitate supplementary therapy.

Restorative therapy of edentulous mandibles with residual horizontal and vertical ridge resorption is still a great challenge.

Even though implant-supported stabilization of dentures has proved to be of value in these cases, treatment is sometimes problematic, not only due to narrow width of the denture-bearing areas but also because elderly patients are often averse to surgery.

Implants with a normal length but a reduced diameter might facilitate therapy in patients with implant-supported dentures. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the clinical success of implants with a small diameter.

Methodology and results

Eight 3mm conical screw implants (UNO Narrow Implant, MIS, Shlomi) have been inserted in the lower mandibles of healthy patients and checked for surgical procedures and implant stability.

The surgical procedure was performed using first a round burr for the whole body of it, then a 2mm cylindrical burr as pilot drill for the length of the implants and then the final drill with a diameter of 2.40mm. The site preparation was performed flapless for half of the implants and with flap elevation for the other four implants.

All implants were inserted manually with the plastic mounter for the first half of the implant and then with an hand wrench until the complete insertion. A variable torque between 50 and 65N/Cm, depending on the quality of the bone, was used for complete insertion. A perfect primary stability was noted after the insertion.

The RFA value (Ostellite) after insertion was between 60 and 68, and this confirmed the hypothesis of immediate loading of the 3mm implant in lower jaws with removable prostheses.

The implants are designed as two-stage implants. This is useful in cases of poor bone quality or post-extractive insertion where the primary stability is not high enough to support immediate loading.

The ball anchors have different transmucosal neck lengths for a better fitting of the removable denture. The interchangeable ball anchor is a great support for lifetime maintenance of the implants.

The single-piece implants with ball anchors currently on the market have a critical problem when the fitting loosens due to friction and none of the Teflon caps will fit properly.

Conclusions

1. The 3mm implant is extremely easy surgically and handy for the packaging.
2. The primary stability is high enough to support immediate loading.
3. The implant is designed as a two-stage implant but can also be used as a single-stage implant for immediate loading.
4. The ability to change the ball anchor provides both perfect stability and ease of maintenance in a removable denture.
5. The height of the ball anchor can be adjusted to accommodate changes in gum anatomy or other health changes, providing consistent comfort for the patient over the lifetime of the implant.
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Fig. 1: Presurgical X-ray, treatment planning on OPT and clinical view at first visit.

Fig. 2: Surgical procedures and implant insertion.

Fig. 3: Implant information, implants inserted, postoperative X-ray control and ball anchors attached.